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Following the best seller Axel Vervoordt: Timeless Interiors, this volume of twenty new interiors
expands on the Vervoordt vision for creating exceptional homes that combine natural elements,
antiques, and fine art. The art of harmonious living is extolled in this volume through twenty bespoke
interiors designed by the Axel Vervoordt company. Each room incorporates natural elementsâ€”light,
water, metal, woodâ€”blended with a modern aesthetic and punctuated with fine art. The Vervoordt
concept of the home is revealed through a refined balance between art and nature to create
timeless living spaces. The range of featured properties includes homes by the sea as well as in
urban and rural locations, demonstrating a breadth of styles possible within the essential Vervoordt
design principles. Photography by Laziz Hamani brings into focus both the unique design details
and the carefully constructed interiors that fuse to create each striking setting. These exceptional
residences are rich with inspirational ideas to incorporate into your own home so that you can
celebrate your living space in the singular Vervoordt style.
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For anyone who cares about minimalism, over-the-top decoration, and outstanding photography,
this is a great book. I could imagine myself happy in most of these houses. Location, architecture,
art and decoration - all indicate that the clients had almost infinite financial resources, and advisors
of the highest quality.As a source of inspiration for decoration, the book was useless to me: Every
aspect, including architecture, art work, design and materials of interiors, is out of reach by many

orders of magnitude. We don't live in a Belgian castle, don't have any ancient sculptures from
China, Egypt or Rome, or grand bookcases from the 18th century. We tend to want to cook, eat and
sit, entertain guests, watch TV some time, have lighting which works at night, and occasionally
tackle the mess of papers/cats/plants. Any such mess would feel like a sacrilege in Vervoordt's
interiors.Studying this book gave me great pleasure; I loved most of the interiors, and dreamed how
it would feel to own or rent these places. I usually manage to get this type of pleasure from visiting
the Metropolitan or the MOMA (and other museums). If esthetic pleasure is what you seek, I
recommend this book highly.

Gorgeous, quiet, calming and inspirational. It helps to have exquisite items to deploy in beautiful
rooms, but as Andy Goldsworthy has shown, even something as pedestrian as rocks can be made
into art.

Effortless elegance and simplicity. An inspirational, philosophical perspective on interior design. I
would highly recommend this compilation to anyone striving for an elevated, yet subtle approach to
creating serene, but dynamic spaces.

Quite simply, a fantastic book with wonderful ideas and glorious pictures. Any reader will find there
are interesting things that can be done by combining light and decorating.

I'm never disappointed by Mr Vervoordt! Beautiful interiors, photographs and book. We all should
live so minimal yet extravagant! Maybe his best for me.

It is an adventure for the reader to be able to have a look into these interiors where space and light
are the major ingredients to create a special sense of harmony. Text by Michael Gardner.
Photography by Laziz Hamani

Stunning architecture ideas and photography with great inspirations for many different type of
renovation projects. Or, just a beautiful book to be enjoyed on its own merits. A great gift for friends
in design or art.

great photos, luxurious interiors that are not boring like fancy interiors can sometimes be-Beautiful
work, great colors, very nice
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